CELL PHONE SHIELDS
RF Kill Box™
Shielding So Good That Your Phone Won’t Ring
Most cellphone shielding products are designed to reduce
radiation to the user while still allowing the phone to function.
This means that some radiation can still get to the phone… and
some radiation can still get out of the phone! But sometimes you
need to completely kill the signal. The RF Kill Box is a full-metal
shielding jacket with very high shielding performance. You
probably know that different phones have differing signal quality…
depending on your carrier, your location, and your phone model.
A strong signal is harder to kill. In our tests, 99% of the phones
we tested would not function when in the Kill Box under any circumstances. The metal slip
on cover is quick and easy to use and provides a good seal. Inside diameter is 95mm (3
3
/4”) and the height is 170 mm (6 5/8”). Large enough to hold most phones, but check your
dimensions. RF Kill Box (Cat. #R316) ………………………………… $18.65

CRUZ CASE for iPhone 6,7,8 or 6+,7+,8+
Blocks The Microwave Signals Directed Toward Your Head And
Body Without Affecting The Signal To The Cell Tower.
Simply snap your phone into the dent resistant bumper cradle.
Flip the Cruz Case lid open to receive or make calls, then close
back into protective mode. To use properly, flip open the Cruz flip lid
cover to answer a call, flip back the cover over the face of the phone
and talk through the flip lid cover with perfect clarity. Always keep the
flip lid cover between you and your phone even when carrying in your pockets. The
attractive and stylish Cruz Case technology provides up to 60dB at cell phone frequencies.
Patent pending design does not affect the signal to the cell tower. Ultra-slim design also
provides scratch protection for the display and helps keep the
screen clean. Keeps your phone looking new. Includes credit card
holder feature as well. Select desired color.
Cruz Case i678 Brown (Cat. #R246-678BR) ……. $39.95
Cruz Case i678 Black (Cat. #R246-678BR) ……. $39.95
Cruz Case i678+ Brown (Cat. #R246-678+BR) ……….. $44.95
Cruz Case i678+ Black (Cat. #R246-678+BR) ……….. $44.95

ANTI-RADIATION HOLSTER
With Shielding and Belt Clip
What a simple and universal way to carry your cell phone and
Extra
reduce your exposure to harmful wireless radiation! Powerful
shielding material lines the back of the holster and reflects up to
Large
99% of cell phone radiation away from your body. It uses well
established science– inside each holster is a layer of metalized high
tech fabric that forms a barrier to EMF radiation. Just attach the
holster to your belt and slip in your phone. The shield doesn’t alter the behavior of your
phone, nor cause increased drain of your phone’s battery. The shield blocks the radiation
that would have otherwise been absorbed by your body and reflects it away.

•
•
•
•
•

Deflects up to 99% of the wireless radiation, conveniently attaches to your belt or pocket
Shields on one side only; Does not interfere with phone function or battery life
Comfortable, stylish, thick padded elastic black Neoprene outer shell is feather light
Large size has convenient Velcro flap to close, and plastic belt clip
Extra large size has open mouth and rugged elastic belt loop

Cellphone Anti-Radiation Holster:
Large for phones up to 5.75″x2.75″ (Cat. #R336-L) … $29.95
Extra-Large for phones up to 5.75″x3.25″ (Cat. #R336-XL) … $29.95
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